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Illustrations on the following pages include some optional equipment.
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An icon. Reborn.
The new Golf has arrived. Sportier, more dynamic, and above all more
digital than ever before. This new Golf comes with the latest multimedia and
assistance systems and is ready for practically everything life throws your way –
now and in the future.

Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

Model shown is the new Golf Style in optional 'Lime Yellow' metallic paint with optional 18-inch 'Dallas' alloy wheels.

The new Golf
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Model shown is the new Golf Style in optional 'Lime Yellow' metallic paint with optional 18-inch 'Dallas' alloy wheels.

Exterior

The striking appearance of the new Golf effortlessly
catches eyes. It conveys more confidence with
sharper lines and a wider profile. But it’s still a Golf.
And thanks to the various equipment lines focused
on design, function, and comfort, you are sure to find
your own personal Golf.

The new Golf – Exterior
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Interior
The Golf interior features a host of innovative design elements.
Most impressive is its fully digital cockpit with intuitive touch
controls, background lighting and the optional head-up display,
which is projected onto the windscreen.

01

Give your new Golf more personality. Light up the interior subtly with the
option of 10 colours. Whether cooler or warmer, in the bright lights of the big
city or down a dark country road: Create the appropriate atmosphere for you
and your passengers on every trip. OE
The most important information in view while keeping your eyes on the road:
this is the major advantage of the optional head-up display in your new Golf.
The windscreen becomes a projection screen – displaying speed, driver assist
messages and navigation instructions. The projection can be easily read, even
when light is shining in your face. And you can switch it off at any time. OE

Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

Model shown is the new Golf Style in optional 'Lime Yellow' metallic paint with Discover Pro navigation system.

The new Golf – Interior
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Infotainment and connectivity
Whether making a call while driving, retrieving the latest traffic information or listening to your own playlists,
the new Golf makes it all quite simple. The new voice control system lets you say what you would like to happen,
and your new Golf takes it from there. It’s also easy to integrate your mobile devices, like smartphones and tablets.

01

03 Play a different song? Change system settings?
Intensify the lighting? No problem! Operate the
optional Discover Pro navigation system intuitively
and comfortably either by voice or touch. It impresses
with its 25.4-cm (10-inch) screen, eight speakers,
DAB+ digital reception and Bluetooth mobile
telephone interface. Whatever you need. OE

02

With optional voice control¹ you can choose to operate the radio, telephone,
air conditioning system and navigation in your new Golf all by using spoken
instructions. Use your voice to select the right station, address, or phone number.
And with Online Voice Control from We Connect Plus your new Golf will understand
you even better. For example, select your favourite music online or set your target
destination in a completely intuitive way. Model shown is the new Golf R-Line. OE

03

04 Using apps and content comfortably, that's
what App-Connect stands for. Music, news, maps or
audio books are transferred to the display of the
infotainment system and can therefore be operated
in your field of vision. Three interfaces for
connecting smartphones are possible: Apple
CarPlayTM, Android AutoTM from Google and
MirrorLink®. Wireless App-Connect makes the use
of Apple CarPlayTM through the wireless connection
option possible for the "Discover Media" and
"Discover Pro" navigation systems2.

With the We Connect App for your smartphone, you always have access to the
most important data about your new Golf, no matter where you are. For example,
you can check the remaining range or whether all doors and windows are closed.
You can also easily program the optional auxiliary heater. S

1 Voice control is also available for the optional Discover Pro navigation system.
2 App-Connect includes Apple CarPlay™, Android Auto™ and MirrorLink® technologies. To avoid distraction, only
certified apps can be started while driving. In this context, please also note that some apps are not available for
each of the three technologies and the availability of these technologies may vary depending on the country.
You can find information on the compatibility of smartphones at www.volkswagen.de/mobiltelefon and also for
Apple CarPlay™ at https://www.apple.com/de/ios/carplay/, for Android Auto™ at https://www.android.com/intl
/de_de/auto/ and for MirrorLink® at https://mirrorlink.com/.
Some of the illustrations on these pages present R-Line equipment.
Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

The new Golf – Infotainment and connectivity
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Model shown is the new Golf Style in optional 'Lime Yellow' metallic paint with optional 18-inch 'Dallas' alloy wheels.

Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

Personalisation
In the new Golf, you can not only adjust the background lighting to your
preference, but also the style of the display in the cockpit. Customised
and intuitive. The new Golf also stores up to 14 driver profiles and adjusts
to the driver as soon as they sit behind the wheel.

Set the new Golf to your own personal preferences: Sitting position, temperature,
lighting, music volume, navigation and assist systems – once installed, the
personalised profile is stored and activated as soon as you enter the vehicle.
need to make their own adjustments. It is then unnecessary to readjust the
settings every time you use the vehicle. The system does the work for you.

OE

01

02

No time wasted looking for your misplaced keys – your smartphone is your mobile key¹ that instantly opens
and starts your new Golf. You can also share extra digital keys with your friends and family members, to enable
them to easily use your vehicle. OE
Only available with the optional Discover Pro navigation system, and in conjunction with the We Connect app. Initially, there are two mobile keys
that can be redeemed within the first 4 years of completion of the We Connect contract. Passing on a mobile key requires an identity check on the
person sending the key, using the Volkswagen Ident procedure. After installation on a compatible smartphone, the mobile key has a validity of one
year, and is tied to the end device. A smartphone with a suitable iOS or Android operating system and SIM card with data option with a mobile
data contract already in existence or to be agreed separately between you and your mobile data provider is required to use the free We Connect
app. A smartphone compatibility overview can be found at www.connect.volkswagen-we.com. For information on mobile data charges, please
consult your mobile data provider.

The new Golf – Personalisation
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IQ.DRIVE Driver Assistance

Vehicles that communicate with each other

conditions. The standard-equipped traffic hazard
alert supports the driver with useful information,
such as warnings about roadwork or emergency

Trusty assistants can make life a little easier. Even driving. At Volkswagen,

OE

IQ.DRIVE stands for all our intelligent driver assist systems – all those that

At the touch of a button, the optional Travel
Assist

already exist in our company today; that we are developing for tomorrow;
or that we are researching for the future. IQ.DRIVE is also synonymous
with innovative ideas that have a clear focus: your comfort and safety.

the lane and speed, as well as the distance from
traffic ahead. In combination with the DSG dual
clutch gearbox, you can also handle congested roads
and stop-and-start traffic in a relaxed way. OE
01

02

Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

04 The optional IQ.LIGHT matrix LED headlights with Dynamic Light Assist
illuminates the way more brightly and further ahead. Thanks to matrix
technology, individual LED segments can be specifically turned on or off. The
advantage here is that when driving with the main beams on, oncoming vehicles and
those ahead can be detected by a camera. Specific LED segments are turned off
so that it is possible to drive with the main beam headlights on continuously but
without dazzling other road users. OE

03

The ACC Adaptive Cruise Control helps you to maintain a set maximum speed3
and a user-defined distance to the vehicle in front. In combination with an optional
navigation system, the ACC is equipped with predictive cruise control and cornering
assistance. This will help you to avoid speeding violations by adopting official
speed limits.1 The system also adjusts its own vehicle speed in corners, crossings
(turns) and roundabouts using route data from the navigation system.1

04

Within the system limits. The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems.
They are not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care.
Will be introduced at a later date.
Up to max. 210 km/h.

S

The new Golf – Assistance systems
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Upholstery
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The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The printing process cannot render the seat upholstery and trim with absolute accuracy.
The illustrations of the seats are of our basic seat model; the seats in the vehicle may differ should you decide to upgrade.

Fabric Quad Paper Soul BD. Standard on Golf and Comfort
Fabric Maze Soul BD. Standard on Life
Microfleece ArtVelours Soul BD. Standard on Style / optional on Life
Fabric Maze Storm Grey CE. Standard on Life
Microfleece ArtVelours Storm Grey CE. Standard on Style / Optional on Life
'R-Line' Cloth Anthracite IR. Standard on R-Line

06

Nature Cross Brushed

S

OE

New Brushed Dark Metal

OE

01

02

03

Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

The new Golf – Seat covers and trim
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Paint finishes and wheels
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Urano Grey solid-colour paintwork 5K5K S
Pure White solid-colour paintwork 0Q0Q OE
Moonstone Grey solid-colour paintwork C2C2 OE
Reflex Silver metallic paintwork 8E8E OE
Dolphin Grey metallic paintwork B0B0 OE
Lime Yellow metallic paintwork C1C1 OE
Atlantic Blue metallic paintwork H7H7 OE
Kings Red metallic paintwork* P8P8 OE
Oryx White mother-of-pearl-effect paintwork* 0R0R OE
Deep Black mother-of-pearl-effect paintwork 2T2T OE
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Standard equipment

S

Optional equipment

OE

*starts in production week 34/2020
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16-inch 'Norfolk' alloy wheel. Standard on Comfort and Life / Optional on Golf.
17-inch 'Belmont' alloy wheel. Standard on Style. S
17-inch 'Valencia' alloy wheel. Standard on R-Line. S
17-inch 'Ventura' alloy wheel. Optional on Life, Style and R-Line. OE
18-inch 'Dallas' alloy wheel. Optional on Life, Style and R-Line. OE
18-inch 'Bergamo' alloy wheel. Optional on Life, Style and R-Line. OE

S

The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The printing process cannot render the paint finishes and wheels with absolute accuracy. Our vehicles are fitted with summer tyres as standard.

The new Golf – Paintwork and wheels
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To use We Connect services, the customer needs a Volkswagen ID user account, and must
log into We Connect with their username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect
or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded on-line with Volkswagen AG.
The vehicles shown in this catalogue may be fitted with optional equipment. All the
information regarding equipment and technical data is based on the characteristics of the
German market and corresponds to the knowledge available at the time of printing. Your
local Volkswagen Dealer will be happy to provide you with details on the products available
in your country. Subject to change without notice. DSG®
®, BlueMotion® and TSI®
are registered marks of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the Volkswagen Group in
document cannot be interpreted as meaning that this mark is not a registered mark and/or
that this mark can be used without prior approval in writing from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen
provides for the return and recycling of end-of-life vehicles. All Volkswagen vehicles can,
therefore, be recycled and, subject to fulfilment of legal prerequisites, can be returned free
of charge. Further information is available from your Volkswagen Dealer, on the Internet at
www.volkswagen.com or in the Federal Republic of Germany via the free-call telephone
–
–
Fuel consumption in l/100 km: 6.3–4.2 (combined); CO₂ emissions in g/km: 142–110
(combined), efficiency classes: B–A+. The specified consumption and emissions values
were obtained using the legally required measurement procedure. Since 01 Sept 2017,
certain new vehicles have been type-approved according to the Worldwide Harmonised
Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP), a new, more realistic testing process for measuring
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. The WLTP will gradually replace the New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC) from 01 Sept 2018. Due to the more realistic testing conditions, the
fuel consumption and CO2 emissions values measured according to the WLTP are often
higher than those measured under the NEDC. This may result in corresponding changes to
vehicle taxation from 01 Sept 2018. Further information about the differences between
the WLTP and NEDC is available at www.volkswagen.de/wltp. It is currently still
mandatory to include NEDC values in communications. For new vehicles that have been
type-approved according to the WLTP, NEDC values will be derived based on WLTP values.
The additional provision of WLTP values is voluntary until their application becomes
mandatory. If NEDC values are specified as a range, they are not based on any individual
vehicle and do not form part of the offer. They are provided purely for comparison
purposes between the various types of vehicle. Additional equipment and accessories
(attachments, tyre format, etc.) can change relevant vehicle parameters, such as weight,
rolling resistance and aerodynamics. As well as weather and traffic conditions and
personal driving style, these add-ons could also affect a vehicle’s fuel consumption, power
consumption, CO2 emissions and performance. Further information regarding official fuel
consumption and the official, specific CO2 emissions for new passenger vehicles is
provided in the publication “Guidelines on fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and electricity
consumption of new cars”, which is available free of charge from all points of sale and DAT
Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Straße 1, 73760
Ostfildern/Scharnhausen, Germany (www.dat.de/co2).
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